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Editor's Note

I don't wanna look dumb on camera.
I feel like people will judge me based on my (bad) videos and unfollow me.
I wanna look ON POINT every time I get on but who has time for hair and make-up every day??
I've always been afraid of public speaking and live videos are terrifying!!

much you watch your live streams, you can totally see it, huh? Live streaming on our social media platforms has given
us a whole new way to connect with our followers. 
 
Whether you're wanting to expand your audience, promote your services, or sell your products, using video is the
quickest way to share and the easiest way for your audience to see what you have to offer them. 
 
Lemme guess, you've been meaning to start making videos but you don't know where to start. You're
not sure what to say. You don't want to look like you don't know what you're doing, so, you just don't do
it.
 
According to Statista, 63% of social media users from ages 18-34 consume mostly video content. You know what that
means - your people are here and they want your messages delivered on video! 
 
My clients that have completed The Confidence Mandala course helped me identify some of the reasons they skip
over recording videos or showing up live. Tell me if any of these resonate with you:
 

 
Girl, I hear you!! I've thought all of these at one point in my social media lifetime. 
No sweat, my sweet pet! This guide will help you finally get confident on camera and in your live stream feed! 
 
You're about to learn my top ten tips for gaining confidence in preparation for recording your live videos. I'll outline a
little bit of mindset, a little bit of video function, and a little bit about what you can share. 
 
Remember friend: live streaming is about connecting with your audience. 
They wanna see YOU - be brave and give 'em a chance to see your beautiful self! 
 
Happy we found each other and I can't wait to see you ROCKIN' your live stream!  xo ARW

                Wanna hear a fun fact about Live Streaming? 
 
           Between Instagram, Facebook, Youtube, and TikTok,  there are over a Billion hours     
of video streaming every single day! Isn't that insane?? Well, when you think about howW
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One of things I LOVE about live streaming on my social media is that I know the viewer sees me in FULL
EFFECT! My expression, my excitement, my passion, my sincerity - all of it shines brilliantly compared to
feed photos and written text. 
 
The confidence crushers that keep people feeling comfortable on live video are self-doubt, perfectionism,
comparison, judgement, and of course, imposter syndrome. You spend so much time worrying about how
you are going to mess it up your words, be judged, not make good enough videos, that you just don't
make them. 
 
I'm going to outline the ten things you can do to conquer these confidence crusher and show up on your
live stream with confidence, and most of all, with FUN!! 
 
Videos can be fun! Connecting with your audience can be fun! 
Let's drop the seriousness and show up as your confident badass self. You ready? Let's go!

1. SHOW UP PERFECTLY IMPERFECT
If you wanna do your hair and make-up, do your hair and make-up!
If you wanna show up all natural, that's awesome too. Let's be real,
IG stories disappear after 24 hours. FB stories too. FB Lives are
there for a day and they are scrolled down. People see them in that
moment and then they tend to fade away. Nothing here needs to
be absolutely perfect! Just be you.
 
Remember, here we're trying to connect with our audience and
most of them will appreciate us showing up as human beings! It's
okay to show them your real self, not done, just living. JUST
SHARING with them. 

 Find a window that has natural light coming in. You don't want
the sun shining directly at you. The ambiance of light is perfect.
 If you're using a lamp light, try to soften it with a reflector or
diffused lighting. This is lighting that isn't directly pointed at your
face. Legit, I use white poster board or sometimes my dry erase
board to help me bounce light. 

2. FIND SOME GOOD LIGHT
Cuz Girl, we wanna see you!
 
You don't need a hella professional backdrop or recording space to
go live. The best thing you can do for yourself is find some good
natural light. 
 
I think our perfectionism, as well as our imposter syndrome, likes
to pop up here. "I don't have good equipment. I'm not a camera
woman. I can't get a good shot." Most of the live steam videos you
see are shot on someones phone, so let's quit with the bull-nanny. 
 
Best ways for good lighting in your house: 
1.

2.

 

3. SMILE! PERK UP YA VOICE!
And I cannot stress this enough -
 
No one wants to watch a monotone, unenthusiastic person on
video. Legit - do you? You don't need to be fake about it. If you're
just not feeling it, don't do it. If you're gonna get on, put some pep
in it! People watch videos that make them feel good. Smiling and a
happy voice are two things that engage people, on and off the
camera. This tip will have them watching to the end.
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5. Don't Babble 
Yo! You literally have milliseconds to grabs
someones attention long enough to convince
their mind (and scrolling fingers) your video
is one they wanna watch. 
 
Can you get to your point and offer your
value in 60 seconds or less? 
 
Practice this by writing it out first and then 

 Educate
 Inspire
 Offer

4. WHAT'S THE POINT?
What is the purpose of your video? Self-
doubt likes to rear its ugly head before you
go on and make you second guess what
you're going to share. So knowing the point
of your message will get your doubt to sit
down. 
 
Here are three main topic points I like to use
when crafting a video message:
 
1.
2.
3.

 
Of course you can make your own but if you
need a place to start, this is good! 
 
PROTIP! 
Balance your videos between all three. You
don't wanna be constantly offering without
inspiring, know what I mean? 
 
Can you craft three different live video
topics/scripts using this list? One to educate,
one to inspire, and one to offer. Try it!

practicing saying it before you hop on live. (Secret time - I've been a public speaking for over a decade and I STILL do this bit!)
Writing it down first and practicing it a few times will help you work through the actual speech you're giving (hello words that
like to jumble in the mouth) while also helping you shake nerves. Practice makes progress!! That works with speaking on
camera too. 

6. BE MINDFUL OF THE TIME 
Here's another little stat for you - on Facebook, on average, people spend 1.7 seconds on a piece of
content before moving on (and you can find more interesting stats on scrolling and engagement HERE)
This goes to show you how long you have someone attention. If someone decides in a matter of seconds
they want to watch your video, how long do you think they'll listen up before you lose them? 
 
Now, I won't want to give you a Comparison complex. 
Don't get hung up counting how long other people's videos are.
At the end of the day, take the time you need to get your point across!
 
This is where it's helpful to know which kind of live you want to do based on the content: 
 
Stories - which I consider live streaming cuz it's usually day of and live when you record -
Keep stories 60-90 seconds. You can lose people after the 4 spin of the wheel (15x4 = 60) 
PROTIP - if you go longer than 4-6 rounds, use a filter on the last couple videos to catch their attention!
 
FB or IG LIVE - You can use these for longer talks.
Especially if you want people to hop on and interact with you! Great for opinions or answering questions!
 
IGTV - 3-5 minutes, especially if they are going in the feed!
They can totally be longer but the success rate of IGTV videos is higher in this time frame.
I consider this an extension of the stories stream except they stay in your IGTV library so, it's nice when
they have a little more substance and outline compared to the way free-flowing story stream can be.
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7. SCRIPT OR PROMPTER VS FREESTYLE
At the end of the day, you get to choose what you're comfortable with.
 
This is my philosophy on each: 
 
If this is a video that is going to stay living on my Youtube channel or IGTV, I
tend to use a script so it sounds concise and professional (not always...but
mostly.) If I'm off script, I've practiced enough times to feel comfortable
that I'm sticking on topic and getting to the point. And you can always ad lib
if it feels right.
 
I enjoy freestyling in my IG and FB live streams. 
You can use this as an opportunity to talk with your audience like you are
friends! No one wants to watch scripted videos all day. And let's be real,
what we watch all day are the live streams! Use this as an opportunity to
get real with your followers. They'll love it! 

8. WHAT TO USE TO RECORD
I'm just a simple girl living in a techy tech world! 
You can record all of this content with a phone.
Don't feel like you have to have fancy equipment or spend a bunch of
money decking out your tech. KISS it - Keep It Simple, Silly. 
 
For IG and TikTok - iPhone (or any phone) is great because it allows you to
shoot in long/vertical format, which most of the video steaming on IG and
TikTok are. 
 
For FB and Youtube - Your phone can do the job. You can also flip your
phone horizontally and record your videos. If your computer has a built in
camera and speaker, it will likely record horizontal videos and, I'll admit,
this is the easiest way to for me to do a Live quickie if I'm already on my
computer. 
 
PROTIP! Prop your computer on something so that you're looking the
camera at eye-level. It helps to straighten out your neck, free your flow of
speech, and makes your viewers feel like you're talking with them, vs
talking down to them, if you know what I mean. 
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9. Stories vs Live Stream vs IGTV
(Also read as FB stories vs FB Live vs FB Video)
 
Stories - I got this advice from someone a few years ago and I'm gonna share it with you here cuz it's such easy
advice to follow. Here are the 5 things you can share on your life stream every day. Now remember - stories are
only 15 seconds so you don't need to get crazy. Just a couple quick shares throughout the day goes a long way in
keeping your videos at the top of anyone's view list:

10. (the most important) HAVE FUN!
Cuz if you're not having fun, none of this stuff matters anyway. Spark the Joy! 
Talk about things that Light You Up!! This is the key to getting people to truly bond with what you're sharing and
you as a person who will continue to share all their favorite videos in the future! 
 

 WYD - Because you want people to get to know YOU. Why? Because people follow (and do
business with)  people they KNOW,  like, and trust. This is helps them get to know you. 
 Recommendations! What are your favorite things? You don't need to be an expert on the
thing. You have things you enjoy, would you recommend them to a personal friend? Cool!
Share them on your live stream too. This helps you build trust. 
 What they came to your page for - this is why people follow you. So share something every
day that fits this criteria. 
 Real Time Talk - that's you talking to the camera, freestyle. Unscripted. You being a human.
Make it something they can relate to: motivation, inspiration, a quick story, your opinion on
something. 
 Once a day, share something that helps build your email list. Here's the thing: It needs to
serve your community. It can be a reason to listen to your podcast, a discount code, a
freebie (like this one!) Just remember, it has to serve them, not just you. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Live Stream - Share here if you want people to interact with you while you're on screen. Engagement and
interaction. It can be a live that allows you to ask questions and get answers/feedback. On IG, these will disappear
but you can save them and put them in IGTV for your viewers to check out later. On FB, they automatically save to
your video tab. 
 
IGTV - This is a library of your videos, a channel if you will, where people can consume your videos one after
another. I love IGTV because people can really get a sense of who you are by watching as many of your videos as
they want! You can upload from your phone as long as it's 15 minutes or less. 15 minutes or more, you can still
upload but you'll need to do it from a computer
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